ALL-AMERICA ADDENDUM

The study of All-America teams is a passion that has engulfed many a college football historian. In 1991, the late Bernie McCarty published a landmark study of All-America teams that covered the years 1889-1945. (See discount sale ads in recent issues of the CFHS Journal.) Bernie always credited fellow Society member Henry Bryan of St Louis with a major share of the honor for the completion of the project, which was intended to be the first of a two-volume work. For those of you fortunate enough to own a copy of Bernie's book, Mr Bryan is making available a number of additional All-America teams for various years, which have been located after the publication of Volume I. Over the next year, we will be publishing 1-2 pages of these newly located All-America teams in each issue of the CFHS Journal, basically in year sequence; to facilitate the xeroxing and inclusion of these pages in your copy of the book. The first installment follows:

Herbert Reed 1925

Knute Rockne 1925
ENDS: Thayer, Penn; Oosterbaan, Michigan. TACKLES: Weir, Nebraska; Lindenmeyer, Missouri. GUARDS: Schmidt, Army. CENTER: Sturhahn, Yale. BACKS: Oberlander, Dartmouth; Grange, Illinois; Friedman, Michigan; Wilson, Washington.

Sam Willaman 1925
ENDS: Shipkey, Stanford; Tully, Dartmouth. TACKLES: Sprague, Army; Lindenmeyer, Missouri. GUARDS: Diehl, Dartmouth; Taylor, so. California. CENTER: Brown, Michigan. BACKS: Oberlander, Dartmouth; Tryon, Colgate; Grange, Illinois; Friedman, Michigan.

1928 PAN-AMERICAN BANK
ENDS: Phillips, California; Messinger, Army. TACKLES: Bancroft, California; Miller, Notre Dame. GUARDS: McMullen, Nebraska; Dreshar, Carnegie Tech. CENTER: Howe, Princeton. QUARTERBACK Harpster, Carnegie Tech HALFBACKS: Cagle, Army; Thomas, Southern California. FULLBACK: McLain, Iowa.

Washington Times 1929
ENDS: Donchess, Pittsburgh; Fesler, Ohio State. TACKLES: Douds, Wash. & Jeff.; Sleight, Purdue. GUARDS: Greene, Yale; Cannon, Notre Dame. CENTER: Ticknor, Harvard. BACKS: Carideo, Notre Dame; Uansa, Pittsburgh; Cagle, Army; Parkinson, Pittsburgh.